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FALSE AND MISLEADING CLAIMS WOUT VEMFICATION DUmNG THE SENATE

DEBATE ON THE cOMP~HENSIVE NUCLEAR TEST BAN TWATY

ByLynn R. Sykes

Lack ofverifiability md concern about the Stockpile
Stewmdship Progrm were cited repeatedly in the U.S.
Senate debate about ratification of the Comprehensive
Test Ban Treaty (CTBT) last October. The great empha-
sis on verification surprised many since an elaborate In-
temationd Monitoring System (IMS) was setup under

the Treaty and the United States possesses many addi-
tiorud monitoring tools. This shodd have come m no sur-
prise, however, given the repeated claims by treaty op-
ponents for 45 yeas that other nations will cheat and that

we will not be able to detect evasively conducted nuclear
tests.

Concerns about verifiability as well u the reliability
of weapons iuthe “U.S.stockpile, in fact, have long served
as proxies for the larger issues of what best ensures our
natioti security and prevents nuclear wm. Seved claims
hat were eitier wrong or itiated about lack ofvenfiabil-

iu, w~ch were not challenged during the very abbrevi-
ated testimony and debate of October 1999, are exam-
ined here. I argue that U. S. verification goals can be

met. I then propose several tilngs ‘hat might be done to
move the Semte closer to rati~ing the Treaty. The recent

votes by the Russim Duma for the CTBT and START II
have retindled interest in arms conrol issues in the U.S.

Vote Scheduled Abmptly

On September 30, 1999 Senate Majority Leader
Lott abruptiy scheduled a vote on the Treaty after refis-
ing to bring it to the floor since it was submitted to the
Senate in 1997. One of the most damaging articles to
treaty ratification was reported on the front page of the
Washington Posjthree days later by Roberto Sure. In
“CIA Is Unable to Precisely Track Testing,” he stated
that the Centi Intelligence Agency has concluded that it

cannot monitor low-level nuclear tests by Russia precisely
enough to ensure complimce with the CTBT. He stated
that twice in September 1999, “the Russims ctied out
what might have been nuclear explosions at its Novaya
Zemlyatesting site iu the Arctic. But the CIA found data
from seismic sensors and othermonitotig equipment were
insufficient to allow analysts to reach a firm conclusion
about the natwe of the events, officials said.” Suro said
congressiomd staffers were briefed on the new CIA as-
sessment before Lott scheduled the vote on the CTBT.

The position of the CIA ensured that verification wodd
figure prominently iuthe upcoting Senate debate.

Opponents Prepared Carefully

We know now that Senators Cloverdell and Kyl,
who strongly opposed the Treaty, and tieir staffs worked
in secret for months to compile bfiefing books ofmatefi-
als opposing the CTBT before Lott’s sudden mouuce-
ment. One of Senator Helms’s staff stated that he worked
exclusively for two ya on ar~ents to def~t the Trca~.
These meviewedmatends were made available to Sem-

tors likely to vote agtimt tie CTBT but not to Democrats
or other Republicans who were likely to, or leaned to-
ward, ratification. Letters opposing tie Treaty that were
obtained from seversd former national security aud de-
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fense officials were cited repeatedly in the Senate debate.
fiowledge about these efiensive preparations to defeat
tie Trea@was successfily bidden from Democratic Sena-
tors, their staffs, md tie Clinton Administration,

Akbough the Test Bm Treaty was cited by offlcids

in the Clinton Atistmtion as one of the President’s top
forei~ policy priorities, little was done until a few days
&erLott’s annom3cement to eitier aggressively promote
tie Treaty in the Senate, especially among moderate Re-
publicans, or to describe its main benefits. No high-level
official in tbe Executive Branch was designated to pro-
mote and organize support for the Treaty. Most support-
ers of the Treaty ody began active efforts on its behalf a
few days before the short hearings by Senate commit-
tees. In retrospect, it is clear that may Senators who
were tiought to be mdecided had already made up their
minds to vote against the CTBT. An analysis of the
Treaty’s tecbnicd issues was hampered by tie elimination
ofCon~ess’s Office ofTechnology Assessment (OTA).

Dnringthe Senate hearings, physicists Sidney Drell
and Richard Garwin testified about tie Stockpile Stew-
ardship Program. Only one witness, General John A.
Gordon, Deputy Director of the CIA, testified about veri-
fication specifically. His Secret testimony was part of a
closed session. In his testimony, Drell did state, “This
trea~ cm be effectively verified. With the til power of
its intematiod monitoring system and protocols for on-
site fispection, we will be able to monitor nuclear explo-
sive testing that mi~t undercut our ow scctity in time to

tie prompt and effective counteraction? In contrast, C.
Pad Robinson, Director of the SandiaNationd Labora-
tories, told the Senate, “Ifthe United States scrnpdously
resticts itselfto zero-yield while other nations may con-
duct exoetients uu to the threshold of intematiomd de-
tectability, we till be at an intolerable disadvmtage.”
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The CIA Role Was Damaging

The CIA played a m~or role in the false allegation
that Russia detonated a small nuclear test on August 16,
1997 in violation oftbe Treaty. The Russians have con-
ducted seved ofwhat they claim were sub-critical (hy-
drodynamic) experiments at their test site. These were
observed by the U. S., presumably with satelfite imagery.
Such experiments, if they involve no release ofnuclear
energy, ae permitted under the CTBT. The U.S. has
conducted a few experiments per year of fiat type at the
Nevada Test Site. Past nuclear tests and sub-critical ex-
periments used much oftie same equipment. They were
conducted underground, making it dificuk to ascertain if
the nuclcaryield was m orvery stil. No seismic waves
were detected from the Russian test site on the days sub-
cnticd experiments reportedly occurred. Seismic obser-
vations provide an upper limit on the size of any nuclear
release that conceivably could have taken place. The
detection thresholds for the Russian test site are among
the best in the world. Hence, a crucial question is: were
the yields ofthose experiments, assuming any nuclear en-
ergy was released, ofrnihtary si@ficance?

U.S. CTBT Monitoring Goal and Nuclear Yields of
Military Significance

In 1999, Fred Eimer stated that by Presidential di-
rective an effective verification system “shotid k capable
of identifying and attributing with high confidence eva-
sively conducted nuclear explosions of about a few kilo-
tons yield in broad areas of the globe.” A kiloton (kt),
now defied as a trillion calories, is the energy release of
about 1000 tons ofTNT. What weapons might be devel-
oped without testing and what constitutes yields ofruili-
t~ si@ficance? The Hiroshima U-235 bomb was not
tested prior to its use in 1945. Other countries could
deve~opa sirnil~ first-generation weapon without testing
but its weight wotid be large and its yield uncertain.

In Senate testimony in 1999, Garwin stated, “With-

out nuclear tests ofsubstantiaJ yield, it is difficrdt to build
compact md light fission weapons md essentially impos-
sible to have any cotildence in a large-yield two-stage
thermonuclear weapon or hydrogen bomb. Can one
be certain that a nation has not tested in the vast range
between zero and the magnitude of test that would be
required to gain significant cotildence in an approach to
thermonuclem weapo~—say, 10 kilotons? No, but the

utility of such tests to a weapons program has been thor-
ou@y explored and found to be rniuirnd.” He stated that
the 1995 report of the JASON study “refers to a nuclear
weapon test that would involve full yield of the fission
prim~ md some ignition of the therrnonuclem second-
ary, and that such tests, to be useful, would ‘generate
nuclear yields in excess of approxtiately 10 kilotons.’”
He also said, “A proliferant country might well want to
acquire fission weapons of 5 kiloton yield. . .“ Thus, the
U.S. verification god ofa few kilotons, if~filled, wotid
identifi such tests with cotildence.

Udder showed abistograrn of the frequency ofU.S.
tests as a fanction ofyield from 1980 tiough 1984 in the
FAS Public Interest Report for Sept. 1985. Its most
prominent peak occurs between 7 and 20 kt, indicative

of the high mili@ significsmce oftesting at those yields.
About 5% ofU.S. tests, motiy effects tests, were at yields

below 1kt, indicative oftheir lowprionty. The yields of
past Russian tests have a pronounced peak near 20 kt.

Claims about Evasive Nuclear Testing during
Senate Debate

On October 8,1999, Senator Lott cited many rea-
sons for opposing the CTBT. On verification he said,

“We know, however,that it is possible to conduct anuclem
test with the intention ofevadiig systems desi~ed to de-
tect the explosion’s telltie seismic signatie. This can be
done tbroughatecbnique knom m ‘decoupling,’ whereby
a nuclear testis conducted in a large underground cavi~,
thus muffling the test’s seismic evidence. In a speech to
the Council on Foreign Relations last year, Dr. Larry
Turnbdl, Chief Scientist of the htelhgence Community’s
Arms Control Intelhgence Staff, tid,

The decoupling sccntio is credible formany coun-
tries for at least two reasons: First, the worldwide
mining md petroleum literature indicates that con-
stmction of lmge cavities in both hard rock smdsdt
is feasible, witi costs fiat wodd be relatively srmdl
compared to tiose required for the production of
materials for a nuclear device; second, literature
and symposia indicate that containment ofparticu-
late and gaseous debris is feasible in both salt and
hard rock.

So not ody is this ‘decoup~ig’ judged to be ‘credible’ by
tie kte~gencc Conrrnunity,buL accor&gto Dr. Turnbd,
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the tectique can reduce a nuclear test’s seismic signa-
ture by up to a factor of 70. This means a 70-kiloton test
can be made to look like a l-kiloton tes~ which the CTBT
monitoring system will not be able to detect.”

Senator Helms made similar remarks about a 60 kt
test. He said, “Every country of concern to the U.S.—
eve~ one of them—is capable of decoupling its nuclear
explosions. North Korea, China, and Russia will all be
able to conduct significant testing without detection by

our country.” Several Senators claimed that the Rus-
sims were conducting decoupled tests in a large granite
cave on Novaya Zemlya. Lott cited James Woolsey,
Clinton’s first Director of Cen&d Intelligence, “I do not
beheve that the =ro level is venbable. Not ody because
it is so low, but partially because oftbe capability a corm-

tryhasthatiswibgto cheat onsucha&aty, ofdaupling
its nuclear tests by setting them offin caverns or caves
and the like.” None ofthese claims was challenged dur-
ing the Senate debate.

Joint Statement by Scientific Societies on CTBT.
These claims are in stark contrast to ajoint public state-
ment issued by the American Geophysical Union and the

Seismological Society ofAmerica on October 6,1999.
Their document, in prepmation for a year, stated, “One
of the biggest challenges to monitoring the CTBT is the
possibilitytbat testing cmddbe successtily hidden by con-
ducting nuclear explosions in an evasive manner. The
concern is partly based on U. S. and Russian experiments
which have demonstrated that seismic signals can be
mu~ed, or decoupled, for a nuclear explosion detonated
in a large underground cavity. The decoupling scenario,
however, as well as other evasion scenarios, demmd ex-
traordinary tecbnicd expertise and the likelihood of de-
twtion is high. AGU md SSA believe that suchtecbuicd
scetios asccredible ody for nations with extensive prac-
tical testing expedience and only for yields of at most a
few kilotons. Furthermore, no nation could rely upon
succcssfily mncetimg a pro- ofnucleartesting, even
at low yields.” It dso stated the two societies “are confi-
dent that the combined worldwide monitoring resowces
will meet the verification goals of the CTBT.”

Is Rnssia Conducting Clandestine Nuclear Tests?

The allegations in the Post that Russia may have
carried out two nuclear explosions in September 1999
are the latest of about a domn similar reports since 1996.

Most of these were front page stories by Bill Gertz, the

National Security Correspondent for the Washington
Times. On October 12, 1999, he gave the dates and
location of the two suspected Russim tests as September
8 and 23 at Novaya Zemlya. He said U.S. intelligence
agencies suspect fiat site was used for small nuclear ex-
plosions and that a small test was conducted by China on
June 12. Gertz also stated, “U.S. intelligence agencies
are now sayirtgtiat ‘you csmhave militarily siguificmt de-
velopments below the detection threshold. ‘“

Seismic stations of the Internationsd Monitotig Sys-
tem have been complete for several years for a broad
area ofnotihem Europe including Novaya Zedya. Nor-
wegian seismologists operate a Threshold Monitoring
System by which they compute the seismic magnitude,
mb, for which an event is likely to be detected from that
test site as a ftmction oftime. On September 23,1999,
one of the dates that Gertz cited, no seismic event was
detected from that area. The theshold of detection for
that date was exceedingly good, mb 1.84. Ifan explo-
sion occurred on that day, its yield must have been less
than about one ton (0.001 kt) if it was well-coupled
(tamped), i.e. no attempt was made to muffle its seismic

waves. It is tiikely that its yield was greater than about
15 tons if it W= fally decoupled in a lwge, deep cavity in

hard rock. Salt, an easier earth material for the clmdes-
tine construction ofa large cavity, is not present at the test

site. Nuclear explosions with yields of 1 to 15 tons are
tiny and rare and are far below the tieshold of boosting

a fission device. Hence, Russia could not lem anything
from such a test that it could not gain from a permitted

sub-critical test.
Thus, ifU.S. intelligence agencies claim they caot

verify possible tests at Novaya Zemlya, then either they

are not aware how good seismic capabilities are or they
are referring to events fiat had yields no larger thm 1to
15 tons on September 23 and somewhat larger at other
times. Detection thresholds are likely to improve now
fiat data from the Russian seismic station Amderm~ the
closest to the test site, have become available. Witiln
Novaya Zemlya the rate of seismic activity is low, com-
parable to that ofmuch of the eastemU.S., and chemical
explosions are rwe. These factors contribute to tie veri-
fiabihty ofcomphance tiththe CTBT forNovayaZedya.

~lle granite is present at a few places on Novaya
Zetiy~ it does not occur on the test site itself. Caves are
typically too shdIow to conttin even very small nuclear
explosions. Those that are large and deep are typically
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filled with water and wotid be difficd~ ifnot impossible,

to pump dry. Explosions in either a water-fifled cave or
cavity are well coupled, not muffled. Hence, claims of
evasive nuclear testing in a large granite caveat Novaya
Zemlya are ~iely wong.

Small Earthquakes Alleged to be Nuclear Explo-

sions. Gertz quoted U.S. officials that small seismic
events on January 13, 1996 and August 16, 1997 were

suspicious nuclear explosions at the Russian test site. I
discussed evidence that those two were very smrdl etih-
quakes in the F.A.S. Public Interest Report for Novem-
ber 1997. Had the two been well-coupled nuclear ex-
plosions, their yields would have been about 4 and 50
tons, agaiu very tiny explosions. Seismic events near
Novaya Zemlya in 1986,1992 and 1995 were claimed
by some DoD officials to be either suspicious or uniden-
tifiable. A strong consensus now exists that they were
small earthquakes.

The seismic event of August 16,1997 occurred as
President Clinton was about to submit the CTBT to the
Senate. The seeming inability of the U.S. to identify it
positively as an explosion, earthquake, or something else
were front-page stories in the media. Wkhin hours of the
event, however, the Data Center of the IMS placed it
well offshore. Audyses done in the next few weeks by
seismologists in the U. S., Norway, Fnmce, and the U.K.
identified it as a small earthquake in the Kara Sea. Nev-
ertheless, at a press conference two months tier the seis-
mic event, Robert Bell of the National Security Council
stated that activity at the Russian test site on August 14
was similar to that associated with the past conduct of
nuclear tests, that we had sent out a plane but that notbiug
was found. He claimed that the seismic event two days
later was ofambiguous origin. Thus, tie U.S. was at odds
with tkree of its NATO allies, each ofwhom mainttins a
strong capabfii~ in seismic monitoring md anrdysis.

What happened can be put together from inform-
ationin the media and scientific data in the public domain.
The Russians conducted a sub-critic~ experiment at fieir
test site on August 14, which was observed by the U.S.
Two days later, a sm~l ehqnake occurred but was ini-
tially Iocatedbythe U.S. Government using ody two seis-
mic stations in southern Scandinavia. Someone keyed in
the location ofa past nuclear test as that of the poorly
located seismic event. hr a front-page story “U.S. Offi-
cials Acted Hastily in Nuclear Test Accusation” on Octo-
ber 20, 1997, R. Jeffrey Smith of the Washington Post

stited that a high-priority alert issued by the CIA on Aug.

18, 1997 “said that Russia probably had conducted a
nuclear test two days earlier on rmisland near tie Arctic
Circle.” He reported that Harold Smith, Assistant to the
Secretary ofDefense, stid tkat other scientists at the Pen-
tagon shared hls belief that the initial CIA report was
~ong, “we now know that they would have been well

advised to woit” until they had more data and couJd reach
an accurate conclusion. Jeftiey Smith quoted my col-
leagge Pad Richards, ‘Not ody was there atistie made,

but there was no effort to retract it?
A CIA press release of November 4, 1997 states,

“a seismic event occurred on August 16, 1997, in the
Kara Sea. That seismic event W= almost certainly not
associated with the activities at NovayaZemlya and was
not nuclear. However, from the seismic data, experts
cannot say with certainty whether the Kara Sea event
was an explosion or an earthquake.” It could not have
been of volcanic origin since such activity has not oc-
curred in that region for 300 million yems. A chemical
explosion in the Kara Sea would have generated a large
peak in seismic spectr~ which was not observed. Hence,
while the CIA concluded the seismic event occurred in
the Kara Se% it neither admitted it bad made a rnshjudg-
ment nor that the event was, in fact, a small earthquake.

In hls Post article Smith dso stated, “The Russian
ambassador was summoned to hear a strong complaint

at the State Department, smdthe senior U.S. diplomat in
Moscow issued a similar demarche at tie Foreign Mnis-

try there.” In 1999a senior Russian scientist involved
whh nuclear monitoring told me that had the accusations
about this event occurred during the height of the Cold
Wm, they would have resulted in a serious escalation of
tensions between our two counties. The mis-hauding of
the analysis of tie seismic event of 1997 is quite impor-
tant, since failure to correct those procedures and either
replace or strongly reprimand key persomel who were
involved, undoubtedly resuked in the same team misin-
forming Senators audtheir stis in 1999.

Decoupled Nuclear Testing

A Historical Perspective. Many scenarios for clan-
destine testing have been proposed and analyzed in tie
45 years a C~T has been under consideration. Many,
such as testing near the times of earthquakes or in dry
media like sand and gravel, do not work for yields of a
few kilotons. The decoupling concept has been of great
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contention for 40 yems. Extreme opinions range from it

being a credible method to cheat for many countries at
yields ofmili~ si~ficmec using eatities ineitier dt or
had rock to claims for decoup~ig being the last refuge of
scoundrels. I argue below that it is not credible using
cavities in hard rock at significant yields, that it is only
feasible using cavities in thick sdt formatiom for countries
like Russia with vast testing experience but that those
events can be monitored at yields of a few kilotons and
larger.

Widrin ody ayearofhs development Tellerandbtter
presented the decoupling concept as a well-developed
and well-tested hypothesis. Their claim that nuclear ex-
plosions as large as 300 kt could be detonated in huge
underground cavhies so that their seismic waves were ~ie
those ofa 1 kt explosion was a major factor in the U.S.
decision to seek ody a limited test ban treaty in 1963. As

a resdt, testing by the U.S.S.R. and the U.S. went under-
ground after 1963. In 1960, Teller and Latter stated be-

fore Congress that by inserting heat-absorbing materials
like cmbon into au underground cavity that the decoupling
factor, DF, cordd be increased to 2000. (DF is the ratio
of the long-period seismic amplitude of a tamped explo-
sion to that of a decoupled event of the same yield.) VeV
small nuclear explosions in Nevada showed that such ad-
ditiond decoupling could not be obtained. Estimates of
DF cf300 claimed in 1960 were later reduced to 70.

Teller also stated that it was his hunch that further
developments may continue to go in the direction of con-

ceaknent rather thm detection. In the same hearings Hans
Bethe said, “that the next round ought to go to the detec-
tionratbertiauto the concetient.” In his memoirs Jmes

fillim, ~lsenhower’s frst science advisor, stated “Teller
wished to make a dramatic demonstration of the possi-
bilities of cheating, md this was it... The big-hole tech-
nique proved to be much more dtfficdt thm expected by
its advocates. . It was a bizarre concept, contrived as
part ofa carnpaignto oppose any test ban.. .We should
have strengthened the campaign for a test ban by making
clear when an apparent technical question is not really
technical.” me decouphng concept reached its zenith in
1960. Detection improved dramatically over the next 40
yem. One wotid not knowtils, however, from many of
the statements made in the recent Senate debate.

Since decoupling has been cltimed to be a relatively
easy method for evading a CTBT for more thm 40 yeas,
it is surprising how few decoupled tests were conducted
and how little data exists on the subject. The U. S., Brit-

ain smd the U.S.S.R. conducted a few chemical explo-
sions in mined cavities to test the concept in geneti but at
yields of only several tons. Two decoupled nuclea ex-
plosions were conducted in cavities in sdt that were cre-
ated by much lmgertamped nuclem explosiom—the U.S.
Sterling test of 0.38 kt of 1966 and a partially decoupled
Soviet explosionof8 to 10 ktin 1976. In 1985 the U.S.
detonated the tiny 0.02 kt Mlllyard nuclem explosion in a
cavity in sofi rock. While much is cltimed about tie case
ofconducdug decoupled nuclear tests in mined cavities in
eitl~er salt or hard rock, no experiments of that type are
know, There is no indication that the U.S.S.R. has con-
ducted a Mly-decoupled nucle~ explosion.

How Decouphng Works and the Need for Contain-
ment. Only a few percent of the energy of even a well-
coupled underground nuclear explosion is radiated as seis-

mic waves. The rest goes into either vaporizing or per-
manently deforming rock. For full decoupling, a cavity
must be created that is large enough that the surrmmtlng
rock remains in tie eIastic regime. Then most of the ex-
plosive energy goes into heating and presstiting tie gas
in the cavity, Since rocks are weak in tension, a large

compressive overburden stress is needed to ensure that
material near tie cavity wall is not subjected to tensional

stresses from either the step in pressure of the explosion
or its shockwave that cotid result in blowout ofradioac-

tive gases, collapse of the cavity and disturbances at the
etis surface. The step in pressure is large, typic~ly 50

to 100 times atmospheric pressure, ad the peak shock
wave pressure several times greater. Thus, a minimum
depth is needed to contain a nuclear test, For a spherical
cavity and full decoupling, Latter concluded fiat the step
in pressure must be less than hdfofthe overburden pres-
sure. The cavity volume needed for full decoupling is

then proportional to the yield divided by the depth.
Deilng with decoupled testing involves expetise

from a wide vtiety ofdiscipliues-the physics ofnuclesrr
explosions, their containment, cons~ction and stability

of large underground cavities, stresses in tie etis crest,
the properties ofrocks and their distribution in countries
of concern, and seismic monitoring. A knowledge of dl
of these is needed by an evader who hopes to foii the
following verification gaunflet construct a huge stable cav-
ity at depth and dispose of its contents in secret, ensure
the containment ofbomb-produced isotopes, avoid mak-
ing a detectable displacement or disruption of the sur-
face, have a Mgh probability of not being detected, smd
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perbps reuse the cavity for other tests. Since much spe-

cialized equipment has been used in nuclem tests, a po-
tenti~ evader must obtain sufficient diagnostic informa-

tion yet we a minimum of such equipment to avoid detec-
tion. The U.S.S.R. and the U.S. acquired much techuic~

know-how about conhent ofundergrouud tests intieir
hundreds ofpast nuclear explosions, including tesfi that
inadvertently vented. Countries with little or no under-
ground testing experience are unlikely to undertake

decoupled tests. Hence, I focus mtirdyonpossitilities of
decoupled testing by Russia.

Testing in Cavities in Salt. Thick sequences of salt

offer thepossibllity of conducting decoupled nuclear tests
with yields larger than a kiloton. Salt is one of the few

geological materials in which cavities created by tamped
nuclear explosions may remain standing for months to

years, Massive sdt deposits, especially salt domes, ofien
do not contain majorjoints and fadts that cotid serve as

passageways for radionuclides to reach the surface. Its
solubfity ~ows sdt to be mined hydnudidly by ddlltig a

well into it, injecting water tom&e a brine and pumping
that liquid back to the surface. Mining of other geologic
materials at depth requires creating shafts and turmels,
blasting, and the disposd of large amomts ofrock. The
disposd ofbrine may be easier, although huge quantities
of salt dumped into a river or lake can be detected in

minute quantities. Large cavities have been formed hy-
dratiicsdly in sdt either to mine salt or to store petroleum

and various wastes. The largest cavities in sdt and their
depths are greater than those in hard rock.

Salt, however, has disadvantages for the construc-
tion of large cavities for nuclear testing. It is much less
common than hard rock. Significant deposits of sdt are
not even present in North Korea, South Africa,
Scandinavia md many otier areas of ancient rocks. Hy-
drauhc mining ofsdt requires about seven times as much
water as the volume of the cavity. Arid regions—includ-
ing most of Algeria, Iran, Libya, Pakistan and western
Ctilna-lack sufficient water for the formation of large
cavities by hydraulic mining. None of the methods of
mining salt require the use of chemical explosives. The
near absence of earthquakes and chemical explosions in
sdt deposits makes identification of even small seismic
events from them immediately suspect.

Salt is one of the few geological materials that be-
comes ductile at shallow depths in the etis crust. Fig-

ure 1 shows the narrow stability range for a cavity in salt.

Yield (kt)

Figure 1 Stabili@ range for a cavity in salt. Depth range

(logarithmic scale) is bounded at shallow end by needfor

containment and at deep end by need to keep a cmi@ open
long enough to permit decoupled nuclear testing. An air-

jilledor evacuat.dcmity, which is required for decoupling,

iv stable only at depth [ess than about 1000 mete~s. Vertical
lines indicate yieid; diagonal lines denote minimum cmity

diameters required for full decoupling. After Davis and
Sykes, 1999.

It is bounded at shallow depti by the need for contain-
ment. U.S. policy prior to the CTBT was to detonate
even small nuclear explosions deeper thm about 600 feet
(183 meters, m) and those larger thm 3 kt deeper than
122 meters times the cube root of the yield. nose depths

are labeled “Explosion not contaiue&’ in Figare 1. A So-
viet explosion in sdt in 1966 of 1.1 kt at a depti of 165 m
formed a water-filled crater at the surface, wtilch is vis-
ible on wclassified SPOT satellite images. Cavities in
salt have been constructed at depths as great as 2000 m
but they are filled with brine, oil, or high-pressure gas,
which support about half of the stress on the walls of tie
cavity. Air-filled cavities are not stable at depths greater
than about 1000 m. Mmy examples exist oftie collapse
or severe deformation of deep cavities in salt that were
either evacuated or repressurized. The U.S.S.R, cre-
ated 15 cavities at a depth of 1100 m in salt near the
mouth oftbe Volga Nver. They were not filled fmt enough
witi tieir intended storage product, gas-condensates, ad
all ofthem collapsed.

Figare 2 fromtbe 1988 OTA report “Seismic Verifi-
cation of Nuclear Testing Treaties”, shows that a cavity
to fily decouple a 5-kt explosion in salt at a depth of 820

m wodd have to be lage enough to contain the Statue of
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Figure2 Tofully decouplea 5-kt nuclear explosion in salt

at a depth of 820 meters, a spherical coity with a radius of
at least 43 meters would be required, large enough to
contain the Static of Liberty and its pedestai. A larger

coity is required at a shaiiower depth. Source: Office of
Technoiop Assessment, i988.

Liberty and its pedestd. Figure 1 indicates that a linger
cavity is needed to conti afily-decoupled explosion of
a given yield as cavity depth decreases, i.e. twice the vol-
ume is needed at 410 m compared to that at 820 m.
Hence, containment md mvity stibility severely limb the
depths ofcavities in salt that might be used for si~ficant
decoupled testing. May sdt deposi& =e either too deep
or not thick enough for that purpose.

Possibihties of Russian Decoupled Testing in Salt.
Ody afewpercent ofRussiacontains sdt deposits. Mmy
ae not tilck enough to be suitable for the construction of
cavities for decoupled tests of a few kilotons and larger,
includlng most of the extensive bedded sdt layers north
of Lake Baikd. Nearly all thick salt deposits in Russia
me located in areas where seismic waves propagate effi-
ciently, *g explosions in them easier to detect. Mrmy
of the thick sdt deposits of the U. S.S.R., including most
in ~ew of poorer wave propagation, are located in sepa-
rate countries-K*stau, Tadj ikistan and ~tine.

Because the SovietUniontestcd anumbcr ofpeaw~
nuclea exp~osions in salt, it was often assumed that the
Russim know much more than we do about decouphng
and that they would use that knowledge to cheat. When
extensive data about them were published, however, it
was evident that the US .S.R. had conducted only one
decoupled nuclem test. It was an 8 to 10 kt partially-

decoupled explosion in a ssdtcavity in 1976 formed by a
tsmped explosion of64 kt near Azgir, -stan. That
explosion of mb 4.06 W= recorded by many seismic sta-
tions, some at large distances. Since its yield was more
thm 20 times that of Sterling, its data are the best for
ctilbmting identification capablfities for decoupled events
ofmilitsry significance. The U.S.S.R. also detonated 6
nuclear explosions with yields of only 0.01 to 0.5 kt in a
water-filled cavity in salt created by mother tamped ex-
plosion. Those 6 were not deeoupled explosions as some
had suspected but were well coupled. All were detected

outside the U.S.S.R. and would be better recorded to-
day. Hence, Russim experience with decoupled nuclew
explosions is very limited.

Tamped nuclear explosions in sdt ofyield, Y, create
cavities that are suitable only for fill-decoupled tests of
about 5°/0of Y. Hence, we know the sites of dl cavities
in sdt that may remain standing in the U.S.S.R. horn pre-
vious explosions that conceivably could be used for
decoupled tests of Y >0.1 kt. The 7 largest cavities,
which might be suitable for tests of 1 to 4 kt, are located
in an aid part of Kazakhstan where they can be readily
monitored, none ae situated in Russia. Hence, if Russia
wanted to conduct a decoupled test of military signifi-
cance in salt, it would have to construct a cavity by solu-
tion or conventional mining, with the knowledge fiat no
corm@ is kuowuto have conducted a decoupled nuclem
explosion in a cavity created by either of those methods.

The decoupling factor, DF, for the 0.38 kt SterIing
test in salt was about 70 at low frequencies but was less
thsu 20 at high frequencies. The availability of seismic
data today that were not available 10 years ago horn
Russia, Central Asi~ CMna md Mongolia permits moni-
toring of Russian salt deposits using higher-frequency
waves. The seismic magnitudes, mb, of such tests are
computed for a value of 70 md for what likely is a more
realistic vahse today of20. The two stilest well-coupled
explosiom in the water-filled cavity at ~gir are used m a
measure of detecbbllity of events in salt. Their mb’s of
2.8 and 3.0 correspond to filly-decoupled explosions of
2 and 3 kt for DF = 70 and 0.4 and 0.7 kt for DF = 20.
Three other data sets indicate that a capability of about
mb 3 is obtainable for thick salt deposits of Russia.
Threshold magnitudes give values close to 3.0. Well-
coupled chemical explosions with yields of 25 and 100
tons were detonated in eastern Kazakhsta. One of 25-
tons and mb about 3.1 was detected in Alaska. Two
explosions of 100 tons and mb about3.6 were detected
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in Mask< Austiia and centi Africa.
Hence, a combination of seismic data from IMS and

other stations, focusing on seismic events in thick sak de-
posits, and care~ satellite surveillance ofthem should
provide a capability to verifi compliance of the CTBT by
Russia for decoupled explosions in salt ofa few kilotons
and larger for the worse scenario, a decoupling factor of
70, and less than 1 kt for DF = 20.

Testing in Cavities in Hard Rock. The feasibility of
decoupledtestingattiitiy-si~cant yields inhdrock
is ofprime importance since it, dike salt, occurs tidely.
Nuclear testing in cavities in h=d rocks presents four very
serious difflcdties: 1)no decoupled nuclw tests in them
are know, 2) containment and cavity stability are very
uncertai~ 3) decoupling factors obtained for chemical
explosions in them are smaller than those for salt, and 4)
existing cavities in hard rock ae not sahable for decoupled
explosions larger than about 1.5 kt,

Hard rocks typic~ly contain major imperfectiom—
joints and faults—with a spacing of meters to tens of
meters. Thus, information from small, decoupled chemi-
cal explosions in hard rock cannot be scaled up by the
factor of 1000 in cavity volume that would be needed for
a test of military significance. Joints and faults also are
likely routes for the tisport ofbomb-produced isotopes
to the surface. More Soviet than U.S. tests leaked radio-

active products that were detected outside their borders.

TKIs Cm be attributed to the fact that most Soviet tests
were conducted in hard rock while few U. S, tests were.
Several small U.S. tests in hard rock vented radioactive
products. The last major leakage, in 1970, led to a for-
mal review by a Containment Evaluation Panel for each
subsequent U.S. test.

J. E. Carothers, a former head of the Containment
Panel, spoke on the feasibility of decoupled testing at
Princeton in 1992. He stated that the creation of a cavity
in hard rock to tily decouple 20 kt would be an unprec-
edented engineering accomplishment, wodd be very ex-
pensive, joints would present major containment prob-
lems, the Containment Panel likely wotid not approve
such a nuclear test, and that he would not go into such a
cavity even wearing a hard-hat. The U. S. detonated 1kt
of chemical explosives underground at the Nevada Test
Site in 1993. Two chemical tracers were added to the
explosive package. These, like bomb-produced xenon
and argon, can be detected in exceedingly minute quanti-
ties. The two tracers were detected at the surface along

faults for months after the explosion. Thus, containment
is a serious problem for large cavities in hard rock, even
for comtries with decades oftesting experience.

Leith and Glover (1993) list 10 of the worl&s larg-
est cavities in hard rock. However, five ofthem, includ-
ing an underground skating riok in Norway at a depti of
only 25 to 50 meters, are far too shallow for contained
nuclear tests. Depths are not available for two others.

The depths of the remaining three, which were con-
structed for hydro-power, are less than 350 m, far shal-
lowerthau the 820 m used by OTA for Figwe 2. Using
tiecriterioniuFigure 1,thevolurnes mddepti ~it Mly-
decoupled tests to yields of about 1.5 kt for those three
cavities. Nevertheless, their higtiy non-spherical shapes
indicate that their shortest dimensions (25 to 28 m) may
be struck by strong enough shockwaves to promote es-
cape of isotopes along cracks and joints. Evasive testing
using a cavity Iike one of those likely would be detected
by radionuclide monitoring tiess its yield was restricted
to a small faction of a kiloton, i.e. far below that of the
U.S. verification goal.

Many deep mines experience rock busts, mining-
induced earthquakes associated witi the creation of un-
derground openings, which kill many miners per year.
They indicate that stability of a cavity becomes more se-
rious in hard rock as depth increases.

Claims that Decoupled Testing is Possible at Sig-
nificant Y]elds. In 1993, Wlllim Leiti of the U.S. Geo-

logical Survey circulated a figwe called “The Liberty
Scale” (shown here as Figure 3). It is based on data of
Leith andGlover(1993) and was used by Turnbull in an
unclassified tdk on evasion scenarios that could utilize
mines, Its use is an attempt to discredt conclusions about
decoupling in the 1988 OTA report. Its units are “Liber-
ties,” i.e. mtitiples of the 5 kt of Figure 2. “The Liberty
Sale” focuses overwhehningly onvolumes ofuuder~und
spaces with little regard for contairunent and does not
tie in account that a larger cavity volume is needed as its
depth is decreased. Figure 3 appears to indicate that
fully decoupled tests of up to 15 kt may be possible in
large cavities with unsupported spans in hwd rock, a fac-
tor of 10 larger than my estimates based on their data.

One of the figures used by Turnbull titled “Known Eva-
sively Conducted Nuclew Explosions in Mines” fists two
Soviet explosions. Wle both were conducted in ties,
they were not decoupled experiments. One on the Kola
peninsuia in 1972 of 2 kt, which was well recorded, wm
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Figure3 The Libery Scale of Leith (1993), which attempts toportrq cmities .~uitablefor
decoupling opportunities worldwide.

used to fracture ore. The other in the Ukraine in Septem- seme but are situated at about half the depth of that as-

ber 1979 of 0.3 kt and mb 3.3 was used to suppress sumed in Figure 2. men oil in them is withdraw, it is

methane in’a cod mine. It was detected by a seismic usually replaced by seawater for better cavity support.

aay in Norway and would be recorded better today. One ofthose cavities, which is saucer-shaped, wm origi-

One of the largest stmctures in Fl~e 3 is the Smw& nally filled with liquefied gas. Wle its volume &ldnot

rove, which is open to the atmosphere. It, ~ie many other change appreciably over 30 years, it lost pressure and

lmge holes inthe ground, iucludmg the&and Canyon, do was abandoned. This loss of containment probably re-

not meet U.S. contient stidards. Collapse fiequenfly suited from the caprock above having been fractured by

follows remov~ oftoo mmy support pillm, a fikely con- stresses created by tie formation oftie fi~y non-spheri-

sequence of a nuclem detonation in a room and pillar mine. cd cavity. Contairunent is probably the most important

Cavities in saIt are used to store the U.S. petroleum re- issue for decoupled explosions in non-spherical cavities.
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Verification CapabiUties for Other Countries

The seismic component of the Intematioti Moni-
toring System was designed to detect seismic events of
mb 4.0 or larger worldwide. It is meeting that goal now
for dl but a few isolated regions in the southern oceans.
It is largely complete for mess north ofabout 25 degrees
N. New stations Me being iustiled in the southern herui-
sphere and near the equator, which should complete cov-
erage worldwide at or better than the design level. For
regions of efficient seismic wave transmission and no
decoupling mb 4 corresponds to a yield of about 0.2 to
0.5 kt for explosions in hard rock and those below the
water table. These areas include much of Russia,
Scmdinavi~ North Kore~ hdi~ eastern South Americ%
Australia and South fica. For areas ofpoorer seismic
wave transmission and no decoupling mb 4 corresponds

to yields of about 0.8 to a few kilotons.
Tbe seismic component of the IMS is at present more

advanced iuprovidlng global coverage tianits other tech-
nologies-underwater sound @ydroacoustic), mound

and radionuclide sampling. Those three will provide ad-
ditiond capabilities for monitoring small nuclear explo-
sions conducted in the oceans and the atmosphere, which
me baed by the Liited Test Ban Treaty of 1963. Once
those three networks are in operation that they will more
than meet the U.S. verification god. Radionuclide sam-

pling also cm detect under~omd tests that vent.
Seismic capabilities are now much betierthsm mb 4

for areas north of25 N including counties of special con-
cern to the U.S. such as Russi~ China, Pakistrm, Mgena,

Iraq, Iran, Libya and North Korea. A seismic array in
South Korea detects very small events in North Korea.
Capabilities to monitor India and Pakistm will improve
once planned seismic stations are installed in Oman, Sri
Lanka and other islands in the Indkm Ocean. India does
not permit IMS stations to operate on its territory. Its
doing so would augment capabilities for southern Asia.

Data fiommmy high-qtihy seismic stations that arc
not part of the IMS are becoming available over the
iutemet in neared time. For exmple, a network of such
stations in K-stan provides very sensitive coverage
for h md for adjacent parts of Siberia and western China.

Hkewise, the Nilore, Pakistan, seismic station, which is
not part of the IMS, provided the most sensitive capabil-
ity for tie nearby Indim nucle~ tests in May1998. India
md Russia furnished satelhte images of the first P&stsmi
test the sme monti. Modem seismic networks that now

exist in many Mediterrmeau and Middle Eastern cow-

tries protide capabilities for vefimg compliance with tie
CTBT that are much better than that of the IMS alone.
Most of the countries of concemto the U.S. interrns of
nuclear proliferation are situated here. The trend is

clea—more datawifi be accessible ovcrtie titemet during
the next few years, perhaps from thousands of stations.

Those seismic data dso have multiple uses+vduation
of earthquake and volcano hads, CTBT verification,
and studies of the interior of the earth.

While acomtry may use noise levels at IMS stations
to dcdate tie yield ofan explosion that likely wodd not
be identifiednsing IMS data done, the existence ofmmy
additional stations, some uukuow to them, would ne-
cessitate greater caution if they contemplate clandestine
testing. Congress wodd shoot our intelligence capabih-
ties inthefoot ifit cut offU.S. funding forthe IMS. Sev-
eti countries may dropout of their participation in data
exchange iftbat occurred. Dr. WphAletie, director of
the nuclear treaty pro-office ofDoD, stated recently
“We’re buying into a big system at 25 cents on the dollar,
and this provides us data we couldn’t get otherwise.”

Suma~

Many of the claims about lack ofverifiability of
the CTBTare eitherfdse or very exaggerated, especially
forevasivenuclewtestiug. Wbilemtied, i.e. decoupled,
testing has been debated for more than 40 years, data on
it is very limited. No decoupled nuclear explosions are
knom to have been conducted by any country in cavities
in hard rock or ones in salt created by either hydraulic or
tmditiond m~~ of-. *g ahuge stable cavity
at depth, removing its contents, detonating a nuclear ex-
plosion in it, ensuring containment, md avoiding detec-
tion at all of those steps is a daunting process even for
Russia and the U.S. with their vast testing experience.
Even Russia is tiikely to avoid detection at one or more
of these steps for decoupled explosions of a few kilotons
in cavities in salt. Cavity stability and containment of

bomb-produced isotopes likely limit decoupled testiug in
had rocks to the sub-kiloton level.

Turnbtil’s assertion that the decoupling scenario
is credible for many countries and that containment of
partictiate and gaseous debris is feasible in both sdt and
hard rock is false fornuclwtests ofrrrifi~ si~cm-
those ofafewkilotons and larger. A combination ofdata
from the IMS, supplementary s~tions and otherU.S. iu-
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te~gmce assets shodd be capable ofmorritoringthe C~T
tith confidence at those yields. Claims that decoupled
explosions of 60 and 70 kt would not be detected are
hugely exaggerated.

M~or emphasis needs to be given to convincing

more Senatom to vote for the CTBT. One strate~ wodd
be for small teams to meet with the stiofkey iudividud

Senatom eitherthis Fdl or ewly in 2001. Eachtem might
include au expert on verification, one on stockpile reli-

ability, and auotherto address the overall benefits of the
Treaty to national security. They would make the case
that the Treaty is verifiable and that a wise stewmdship
program will ensure the reliability of the stockpile. They
need to devote attention to the overall benefits of the
Trea~—slowing the proliferation of nuclear weapons,
preventing Russia and China from developing and de-
ploying newadvancd nuclmms and retaining the U.S.

lead in nuclear weapons. The U.S. has stated that we
have no mifi~ requirements for new atomic weapons.
hdia and Pakisti are more likely to sign the Trm~ ifthe
U.S. and China rati$ it otherwise they are more likely to

testagti. Undera CTBTregirne, pressures till bc greater
on potentidproliferatom not to test than in the absence of
a Treaty. Several senators stated during the CTBT de-
bate that we need only the Non-Proliferation Treaty
@PT), not a CTBT. Nevertheless, many other nations
ratified the indefinite extension of the NPT given the as-

surance that the nuclear weapons states would negotiate
a hdt to testing in 1996.

Areviewofvetication and stockpfleissues codd
help the ratification process if it were conducted in a
thoughtiandtirnely manner. OTA, ifitsti~existed, wodd

have ken au excellent lead agency. It maybe possible to
identi~ a mechtism for a problem-solving review after
the Fdl elections through either Con~ssiod hearings in

early 2001 or Executive leadership by NSC or OSTP.
U.S. verification reqtiements uuderstidably shodd be

more stringent for Russia than for Paraguay. Mouitofig
a small country fike Nofi Kore~ which lacks testing ex-

perience and ssdt deposits and where seismic waves
propagate efficiently, is not dificult, Generalities about
globsd capabilities are not appropriate. We must insist
that the CIA and other U.S. agencies present detailed
evasion scentios for a variety ofcouutries and define
yields ofmilit~ significmce for each ofthem and then
have those fidmgs reviewed kdependendy.

Some suggest ~-negotiating the CTBT to permit
nuclear explosions up to a certain threshold. This is a
bad idea, not only because it necessitates negotiations
with the 154 other nations who si~ed the Treaty, but dso
because a low-yield threshold of say 0.1 to 1 kt would
raise suspicions that larger decoupled explosions were
being conducted. A threshold of 10 kt would permit the
testing ofnewtherrnonuclear weapons, one of the main
things a CTBT seeks to prevent.

To improvevticationtheU.S., Russia and China
could take steps to make sub-critical tests more trans-
parent, such as conducting them above ground in con-
tainment vessels or allowing monitoring stations on tieir
test sites. One power~ new technology, radar interfer-
ometry, cm detect stiace displacements at tie sub-cen-
timeter level. It has the potential to detect stiace dis-
placements generated by the formation ofabtied source
Lke a large cavity.
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